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United States of America.*    But federalism has produced
a thriving nation to the North of the United States.   It is
under the rule of a federal government that the Germans,
the French, and the Italians  have lived happily for such a
long time in Switzerland.   The application of federal prin-
ciples has enahled them to  solve  their   many intricate
problems.f   So far people  had  been  accustomed   to only
three forms of governments, viz.  monarchical,  aristocratic,
and democratic, but federalism  has added a new kind and
it will not be incorrect to say  that  it has introduced a
fourth dimension in political mechanics.    In short, federa-
lism has removed friction, stopped disintegration, suppressed
jealousies, checked wars, and created powerful, peaceful and
thriving  nations out  of a  heterogeneous mass of human
beings living in different parts of the habitable globe.   This
result could not have been achieved under a unitary govern-
ment.   To   call   federalism—the   very   source   of   union,
compromise and interstatal peace—as a weak polity will be
a contradiction in terms-   For it has imparted vigour where
weakness prevailed, bestowed peace where jealousies and
suspicions were making political air foul,   and   created
prosperous big states where smaller and weaker states were
fighting for their very existence.   No doubt unitary govern-
ment is by its very nature, more lasting and better organized,
still where it is impracticable necessity points to the federal
type which, though it may not be the best solution by itself,
is undoubtedly the second best and most certainly the best
for a certain set of circumstances.
* 'Law of the Constitution.1 Introduction, p. LX2CTX
t **	a people divided by so many geographical barriers, so
divergent in language and religion, and also, it may be added, in race and
cnstoms, must needs provide ample leeway it its governing machinery for
local liberties and local self-rule. As a matter of fact this condition is fully
met by the federal system of government and by the large measure of
decentralization prevailing in the various states." Brooks. « Government
and Politics of Switzerland,' p. 13,

